
LET US£October, 1970 - Valen-

,

tyn Moroz - a 34 year old hist-

orian and lecturer at the Ped-

agogical Institute of Ivano-

Frankivsk, , was sentenced at

a closed trial fpr an unknown
period of time, for "anti-Sov-

iet propaganda and agitation"
1

The sentencing ofthe young
historian mai<;s the continuing

trend of arrests of Ukrainian

intelligentsia. Previously, a

great furour had been caused

by the publishing of Ivan

Dzuba's Internationalism or

RUSSification ? and Chornov-

il's Papers. Chornovil writes

of Moroz and his first illegal

arrest in August of 1965. In

January of 1966, Moroz was
tried by the Regional Court of

Volyn to serve 5 years of

hard labour in a Mordovian

political prisoners camp. In

prison, he wrote an appeal

"to the Deputies of the Sup-

reme Council of the Ukrainian

S.S.R.", under the title of "A
Report from the Beria Res-

erve" (published in "Suchas-

nist"). In his report, Moroz

tells of countless inhuman

cruelties — such as the year-

round sport of hunting down
people. The apprender of esc-

aped prisoners receives a

"nyg" of flour for his catch.

To support his criticism of

the regime, Moroz sites the

Constitution of the so called

Ukrainian S.S.R. Article 126

declares the freedoms of

speech, writing, demonstrat-

ing, and meeting together.

Moroz then shows how this is_

completely ignored. Little did

he know that for the author-

ship of this report (secretly

circulated in Ukraine and

abroad), he would be 6 months
in the camp's prison.

Moroz says the charge laid

against him and many others

like him, was "propaganda,

aimed at the separation of the

Ukraine from the S.S.R." He
"then sites Article 17 of the

Constitution which clearly

states that every republic has

a right to leave the Union. We
only have to think of what

happened in Czechoslovakia

to
, see the consequences of

trying to separate, (even if

only in policy), from the U.S.

S.R.

Moroz also deals with the

very important issue of the

struggle for retention of the

Ukrainian language and cult-

ure in the midst of the pres-

sure of Russification. Even
in the capital of the Ukraine

"there was evidence of pres-

sure to impose the Russian
language... Many Russians.

-

displayed contempt because I

spoke Ukrainian. Occasional-

ly there were even insults."

These words are John Kolas-

ky's taken from his book
Education In Soviet Ukraine,

but the same opinions have

been expressed by countless

others, including Moroz. On
November 11, 1970, speaking

to students of the University
of Illinois, Kolasky told of

protesters whose anti-party

anecdotes sentenced them to

a three year prison term. An
example he gives is: "What
is the largest country in the

world?" Answer: "Ukraine,
because it borders on the

Carpathian Mountains , it'

s

capital is in Moscow, and it's

population in Siberia." ("Svo*

boda", Nov. 21)

After being released in

1969, Moroz was again arres-

ted in June of 1970 for "anti-

Soviet propaganda and agitat-

ion", specifically for writing

about the struggle for Ukrain-

ian cultural survival. The
pleas of his friends for an
open trial went unanswered.

He nas been sentenced
to 9 years in prison.
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LYTSAR BILOMU KONI
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"Lytsar Bilomu "
is a play that the newly form-

ed Ukrainian Students' Drama
Club put on at the Ukrainian

Cultural Centre at 83 Christie

St., Toronto, on the 29th of

November 1970.

When I first heard about the

play I envisioned . a drama

which was heavy and not eas-

ily comprehended by the youn-

ger set, which is usually the

case with Ukrainian plays.

The play, a brainchild of

Borys Budnyj, is quite differ-

ent and not like any other

Ukrainian play I've seen.

"Lytsar na Bilomu Koni" is

a very contemporary play; its

theme is relevant to to-day's

youth, The play explores one

facet of the generation gap

which is present in Ukrainian

society: the questiun of whet-

her or not to love only Ukrain-

ian girls.

"Lytsar na Bilomu Koni"

is a satire which pulls no

punches. There are no innuen-

dos, suggestive phrases — ev-

erything is said outright by

the voice of youth.

In the 1st Act "What would

happen, if..." we are introd-

uced to the main theme. Slaw-

ko Ohircheny (Ivan Paska),

because of a quarrel with his
lady love, Lesta, goes to his
friend Andrij Zatiaty (Mirko

Kowalsky) for help. Andrij,

equally disillusioned with
Ukrainian girls and, having
ruled out the idea of suicide
as ridiculous, suggests that

they date girls who are not
Ukrainian.

I

Slawko reacts in

horror; "I'm not that drunk,

you know !" „ .

In the 2nd Act "Is it worth

loving ?.." Slawko and And-
rij are joi ned by Konstantyn
Popularny (Andrij Baziuk)
who tries valiantly to defend
Ukrainian girls. Slawko has
very valid arguments against

them.

"If you go out with a Ukr-

ainian girl a few times, aut-

omatically there's talk of
marriage.

"The girls sit at home and
wait fur their handsome prin-

ce on the white charger to ap-

pear, to carry them off in

their dreams."

The arrival of Bohdan Fil-

osof (Nestor M. Ripecky) her-

alds another attack on Ukrain-

ian girls. This scene ends
with a soliloquy by Bohdan
Filosof .

To love, or not to love.

To strangle, or not to

strangle.
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This soliloquy, a dramatic

high point of the play, was
superbly played by Nestor Ri-

pecky.

The technical director, Ihor

Wons, did a commendable job

on lighting in the play, espe-
cially at this point.

The first two acts give us a
quite heavy argument against

Ukrainian girls. In the 3rd Act
things are slightly reversed.

Andrij Zatiaty is put on trial

(in a dream) by the girls, who
are horrified by his blasphem-

ous views on dating Ukrain-

ians. He is to be sentenced to

10 years attendance at all Uk-
rainian meetings and to read

all the Ukrainian political

brochures after having written

a 600 page essay on "Why Uk-
rainian girls or boys are sup-

er." His lawyer (Nestor Rip-

ecky ) tries to get Andrij Zat-

iaty, a more lenient sentence

if not a total withdrawal of

charges. Lida Teres plays the

prosecutor, who is trying to

use Andrij as a universal ex-

ample. The 3rd Act becomes

a verbal duel between Andrij's

lawyer and the prosecutor.

This duel is climaxed by the

arrivar of "The knight on a

white horse" (Slawko Fed-

chun).

Many people were puzzled

by the abrupt ending. It was

too subtle for some people.

They could'nt understand

what it had to do with the

play.

I think that the play needed

the spectator's utmost con-

centration in order to' under-

stand the ending. Throughout

the play there are references

by Andrij Zatiafcv and the law-

yer to a "prince charming

that Ukrainian girls dream ab-

out", but even so the arrival

of the lytsar was quite a sur-

prise.

Con't on page 3.
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